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Hunter’s Lawsuit Against Giuliani Proves Laptop Data Real
— Biden, Leftist Media Lied About It

AP Images
Hunter Biden

We now know with 100-percent
metaphysical certitude that Joe Biden lied
when he called Hunter Biden’s notorious
laptop “Russian disinformation.”

We know that because Hunter Biden has
sued Rudy Giuliani and his attorney, Robert
J. Costello, for exposing the laptop’s data by
giving it to the New York Post, which in turn
revealed the doings of the Biden Mafia and
Hunter’s sex and and drug addiction.

The lawsuit claims Giuliani violated state
and federal privacy laws by “hacking” the
laptop’s hard drive.

The lawsuit’s merits aside, at least we have
Hunter’s confession. The laptop and its
contents were not concocted by nefarious
Russians to help President Trump defeat Joe
Biden. The legal claim is Biden’s second
confirmation the laptop and its data are
genuine. In February, his attorneys admitted
it when they demanded a criminal probe into
the data’s release.

Then again, we’ve always known that, even when the leftist Media Megaphone bellowed “Russian
disinformation” on the Biden Boys’ behalf. But at least, again, we have it straight from Hunter himself.

Hunter Biden sues Rudy Giuliani for ‘hacking into’ his infamous laptop.

Reminder: They previously blamed the Russians.

Context: Cokehead Hunter left the laptop behind at a repair shop.

The laptop exposed several crimes committed by the Biden's.https://t.co/9hCRf0Ou5W
pic.twitter.com/sUzYh0Skwn

— RPK Report (@RPKReport) September 26, 2023

The Lawsuit

The 15-page, three-claim lawsuit alleges that Giuliani and Costello violated Biden’s privacy not only by
purloining the data but also by altering and destroying it. 

“Defendants are among those who have been primarily responsible for what has been described as the
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‘total annihilation’ of Plaintiff’s digital privacy,” the lawsuit alleges:

They also are among those who have been primarily responsible for the “total annihilation”
of Plaintiff’s data. For the past many months and even years, Defendants have dedicated an
extraordinary amount of time and energy toward looking for, hacking into, tampering with,
manipulating, copying, disseminating, and generally obsessing over data that they were
given that was taken or stolen from Plaintiff’s devices or storage platforms, including what
Defendants claim to have obtained from Plaintiff’s alleged “laptop” computer.

As well, the lawsuit implies that John Paul Mac Isaac, the owner of the computer-repair shop in
Delaware where Biden left the machine, “manipulated, altered and damaged before it was copied and
sent to Defendants.” As well, “defendants’ illegal hacking and tampering has involved further
alterations and damage to the data to a degree that is presently unknown to Plaintiff.”

Amusingly, a footnote adds that Biden does not admit that Isaac ever possessed the laptop. Rather, it
only claims that he somehow had access to Biden’s data, which he passed to Giuliani through Costello.

After FedEx delivered the drive to Costello, the lawsuit alleges, he and Giuliani “repeatedly ‘booted up’
the drive” and “repeatedly accessed Plaintiff’s account to gain access to the drive; and they proceeded
to tamper with, manipulate, alter, damage and create ‘bootable copies’ of Plaintiff’s data over a period
of many months, if not years.”

Giuliani and Costello didn’t just repeatedly examine and manipulate the data, the lawsuit alleges. They
publicized it in media interviews. Giuliani discussed it on his podcast and held up a copy of the drive on
Louder With Crowder.

The lawsuit claims the two violated the federal Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, California’s California
Computer Data Access and Fraud Act, and the state’s business and professional code.

The lawsuit seeks unspecified damages.

Laptop Lies

The lawsuit is akin to the one Biden filed against the Internal Revenue Service because it “targeted”
and “embarrassed” him when whistleblowers publicly revealed that Biden is a tax dodger.

But importantly, this lawsuit confirms, again, that the laptop and data thereon were indeed what they
appeared to be. And more significantly, the lawsuit implicitly confirms that Joe Biden, assisted by the
leftist Mainstream Media, flat-out lied about it to Americans.

Speaking to Norah O’Donnell of CBS’s 60 Minutes, Biden said the laptop data came straight from
Moscow.

“From what I’ve read and know the intelligence community warned the president that Giuliani was
being fed disinformation from the Russians,” Biden claimed:

And we also know that Putin is trying very hard to spread disinformation about Joe Biden.
And so when you put the combination of Russia, Giuliani — the president, together — it’s
just what it is. It’s a smear campaign.

But it wasn’t a smear campaign, as the New York Times confirmed almost two years after the election.
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In the interim, hate-Trump leftist media ran interference for Biden and his son. For the laptop contained
more than evidence of Hunter Biden sex and drug addictions. It also contained emails that proved Biden
Sr. lied when he claimed ignorance of his son’s planetary business empire. 

Such was the Deep State’s hysteria about the laptop’s contents that 51 intelligence officials falsely
claimed — in writing, no less — that the laptop “has the classic earmarks of a Russian information
operation.”

After Times finally admitted its authenticity, those 51 went silent about their blatant lie.

Spies who lie: The @nypost contacted the senior ex-intelligence officials who signed the
shameful 2020 letter declaring Hunter Biden’s laptop and its emails we ran were Russian
disinformation. Not one apologized. Most refused to comment. A few like James Clapper
doubled down pic.twitter.com/EVYBXun02K

— Miranda Devine (@mirandadevine) March 19, 2022

IRS Lawsuit, Gun Charges

Biden lawsuit against the IRSclaims the agency “embarrassed” him, a bizarre claim given that the
lawsuit against Giuliani all but confesses that the laptop’s data is authentic. Again, those data include
details about the younger Biden’s deranged spending on sex, including an email from a cybersex
website that denied a credit-card charge.

The lawsuits appear to be Biden’s means of seeking revenge on those who exposed his debauchery and
nefarious activities, as well as a pathetic attempt to portray himself as a victim.

Last week, the Boy Wonder — whom Joe Biden calls “the smartest guy I know” — was charged with
three felonies for lying on a federal form to purchase a gun.
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